1 Find and circle the words. Then write.

1 ferret

2

3

4

5 __________________

6 __________________

7 __________________

8 __________________

2 Complete the questions with words from Activity 1. Then write the answers.

1 Which ___________ has lots of books in it? ________________

A library ________________.

2 Name five countries in the _________________. ________________

3 Which _______________ do you fly to another country in? ________________

4 In which play does Juliet stand on a _________________? ________________

5 Did you see your _________________ this morning? ________________

6 How many houses are there on your _________________? ________________

7 Is a _________________ a big or a small pet? ________________

8 Do you say “hello” or “goodbye’ when you _________________? ________________
1 Read. Then write questions using *Which*.

countries animals buildings colours clothes toys

1 Which buildings are there on your street? There are houses and shops on my street.
2 ___________________________? You can see monkeys, tigers and elephants at the zoo.
3 ___________________________? I have a computer game in my backpack.
4 ___________________________? He’s wearing blue trousers and a yellow T-shirt.
5 ___________________________? I like orange and green.
6 ___________________________? I visited Brazil, Argentina and Chile.

2 Complete the questions. Then look and write the answers.

Who When What Which How Where

1 *Who* is the tallest?
   ___________________________.

2 *What* time is it?
   ___________________________.

3 *Which* teachers in the school wear glasses?
   ___________________________.

4 *When* is his birthday?
   ___________________________.

5 *Where* does she live?
   ___________________________.

6 *How* does she go to school?
   ___________________________.


1 Read. Then choose a pet and write.

1 The best pet for Mrs. Biggins is the ______________. These animals are / aren’t clean and quiet.
2 The best pet for the Evans family is the ______________. These animals are / aren’t noisy or big.
3 The best pet for the Davis family is the ______________. These animals are / aren’t noisy and big.

1 I live in a house with a small garden. I can’t walk very fast. I want an interesting pet, but I don’t like ferrets. I like clean and quiet animals. Which pet can I buy?

_______________

2 We live in a small flat. We have a balcony, but we don’t have a garden. Our neighbours are friendly, but we don’t want a noisy pet. The children love animals and they want a funny and interesting pet, but the baby is only three months old. Which pet is best for us?

_______________

3 We live in a house with a big garden. We live in a quiet street next to the park. We go to the park every day after school. We love walking and playing in the park. We’re quite a noisy family, but we don’t have any neighbours so that’s OK.

_______________

2 Write and circle.

1 The best pet for Mrs. Biggins is the cat ______________. These animals are / aren’t clean and quiet.
2 The best pet for the Evans family is the ______________. These animals are / aren’t noisy or big.
3 The best pet for the Davis family is the ______________. These animals are / aren’t noisy and big.
1 Circle the adjectives.

2 Look and write adjectives using and or or.

Snakes are quiet and dangerous. They aren’t friendly or funny.

Butterflies are ______________________________. They aren’t ______________________________.

3 Complete with comparative adjectives.

1 Dogs are big, but horses are _____________.
2 Our garden is small, but your balcony is _____________.
3 Cats are quiet, but rabbits are _____________.
4 Katie is friendly, but Emily is _____________.
5 The piano is noisy, but the drums are _____________.
6 This film was interesting, but the book was ______________________________.
1 Connect to make phrases. Then match the phrases and pictures.

1 On my last birthday, I _______________________ at home.
2 I learned to surf last summer when I _______________________ in Australia.
3 In hot weather it’s important to _______________________ every day.
4 We _______________________ at five o’clock. They’re always very hungry.

Complete the sentences with phrases from Activity 1. Use the correct tense.

1 On my last birthday, I had a party at home.
2 I learned to surf last summer when I went on holiday in Australia.
3 In hot weather it’s important to have a postcard every day.
4 We feed the pets at five o’clock. They’re always very hungry.

2 Complete the sentences with phrases from Activity 1. Use the correct tense.

3 Listen and do the quiz.

Are you a good neighbour? Circle Yes or No.

1 When you see your neighbours, do you smile? **YES NO**
2 Do you say good morning or goodbye to your neighbours? **YES NO**
3 Do you send your neighbours a postcard when you go away? **YES NO**
4 When you have a party, do you ask your neighbours? **YES NO**
5 When they go away, do you feed their pets? **YES NO**
6 When they go away, do you water their flowers? **YES NO**

Now count your Yes answers and read your results.

5-6 Yes answers Wow! You and your neighbours are very friendly. That’s cool!
3-4 Yes answers You’re a good neighbour. Well done!
0-2 Yes answers Who are your neighbours? Go and say hello!
1 Read. Then write the answers.

Dear Friends,

How are you? I’m in Canada with Lou. She’s my neighbour and she’s really cool – she has a flying machine! We’re going to fly around the world – we love to travel!

Canada is an interesting place – there are big mountains and lots of animals. After Canada, we’re going to fly to Egypt – I haven’t seen the pyramids. I’m sorry I didn’t say goodbye, but we left very early.

Love,

Mia

1 Why is Lou cool? _____________________________________________________.
2 Why are they going to fly around the world? _____________________________________________________.
3 Why is Canada an interesting place? _____________________________________________________.
4 Why is Mia going to Egypt? _____________________________________________________.
5 Why didn’t Mia say goodbye? _____________________________________________________.

2 Complete the conversation.

Jed: 1 Why aren’t you feeding the dog? ____________?
Amy: Because he’s hungry.

Jed: 2 Why are you feeding the dog? ____________?
Amy: Because I didn’t feed him this morning.

Jed: 3 Why is he hungry? ____________?
Amy: Because I went shopping.

Jed: 4 Why did you go shopping? ____________?
Amy: Because we didn’t have any dog food!
Let’s visit … CANADA

1 What do you know about Canada?
Read and tick (✔).

1 Canada is
   a a big country.
   b a small island.
   c a big city.

2 The Niagara Falls is
   a a river.
   b an ocean.
   c a waterfall.

3 In Canada, people speak
   a English and French.
   b English and Spanish.
   c Spanish and French.

4 Some animals that live in Canada are
   a bears, tigers and elephants.
   b beavers, kangaroos and eagles.
   c beavers, bears and eagles.

5 Vancouver is
   a in front of the Rocky Mountains.
   b in front of the Niagara Falls.
   c in front of the desert.

6 In Vancouver, you can go swimming and diving
   a in the lake.
   b in the ocean.
   c in the Aquarium.

FIND OUT:

7 Who are three famous Canadian sports people?

8 Which sports do they play?

2 What’s the most interesting thing you learned about Canada?
1 Make the die.

1 Draw this shape on card paper.

2 Write these words on the six squares.


3 Cut out. Then fold and stick to make a die.

2 Play the game.

Instructions
1 Play with a friend.
2 Throw the die and read the word.
3 Ask your friend a question with the word.
4 Your friend answers.
5 Correct question = + 1 point.
   Incorrect question = – 1 point.
6 The first player to score five points is the winner.